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Mission statement

The Virginia City Tourism
Commission's mission is to drive

visitation to Storey County creating
ambassadors for the Comstock.

Marketing: Branding, messaging, advertising, earned media, socials, events
Diversity and Inclusion: Improving regional relationships, developing outreach programs and initiatives
Safety: COVID-19 guidelines, new measures in place

Areas of Focus: These are the focus points that move the strategic priorities forward:

Build a community through collaboration

Consistency at all levels

Dedicated commitment to diversity and inclusion

To achieve results, encourage a spirit of collaboration through a shared vision
Build a community that lifts each other up, yet remains competitively focused
Provide education to the community about the importance of being involved
Believe in the bigger picture - do more together than apart

Commitment to welcome visitors from all walks of life
Show the community's diversity
Strive to provide a welcoming community for visitors and locals
Build each other up to focus on being successful

Focus on providing visitors with a consistent experience
Align the branding and outreach efforts to build on brand recognition
Coordinated response effort
Safety guidelines and measures required and how the community adapts



 Strategic Plan

VCTC to allocate marketing dollars to promote the effort. 
Start with a commitment from 10 businesses. 
Develop an evening adventure pass.

Build a community through collaboration
Goal #1: Unify the merchant community through collaboration, communication and knowledge-based alignment.

Goal #2: Develop a weeknight visitation program, Everyone Is A Local Night. First Thursday of the month, businesses
remain open until 8 p.m. 

Produce a video campaign to launch during Women's history month focusing on the women-owned businesses.
Work with diverse business owners to tell their story

Develop content, stories, images to support the diversity of the Comstock 

Recordar es virir - To remember is to live

Dedicated commitment to diversity and inclusion
Goal #1: Showcase the community's diverse business owners. 

Goal #2: Provide historical significance around the Comstock's history of diversity.

Goal #3: Continue to build on the VCTC's Hispanic / Latino community outreach

Goal #4: Work with community on diversity and inclusion training.

Business community commitment to consistency in days and hours open - even if it's just over weekends and events.
Integrate consistent messaging with events.

Business community become ambassadors for the area and each other. 

Dedicated effort on the year-round aspects of visiting 
Focus on trackable marketing tools - digital 
Promote the quality of shops available

Focus on providing a consistent experience

Consistency at all levels
Goal #1: Ensure a consistent visitor experience from shopping to events.

Goal #2: Provide a level of service that stands out.

Goal #3: Utilize physical community resources to provide a consistent and enhanced visitor experience, e.g., parking,
convention space, transportation.

Goal #4: Continue to develop the brand and promote the community in marketing efforts.

Goal #5: Adapt the current events for 2021 under the current guidelines


